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In my modernism courses, I emphasize experiments in form as they emerge in the context of British imperialism, and often focus on Jean Rhys's distinctive formal techniques as strategies of reimagining community in Britain. In terms of her biography, her writing, and subsequent literary criticism, Rhys inhabited several important twentieth-century writing communities: feminist modernism, metropolitan European modernism, and Anglophone Caribbean fiction. As I foreground to my students, what makes Voyage in the Dark (1934) unique in each of these contexts is its sustained focus on the figure of the immigrant as a repository of cultural images, critical approaches to Empire, and strategies of racial integration.
Rhys's protagonist Anna Morgan is a white eighteen-year-old Dominican immigrant whose family history has both slaveholding and interracial roots. At the beginning of the novel, she finds herself in England living as an itinerant chorus girl in a traveling theater company. Anna quickly descends into the life of a London prostitute and eventually finds herself pregnant. At the novel's conclusion, she undergoes an abortion and emerges exhausted with ambiguous thoughts of her future. In many ways, she embodies the classic "Rhys heroine": psychologically traumatized, and suffering from manic depression and alcoholism. But studied from another explicitly anti-colonial viewpoint, she acknowledges the histories that divide the colonizer from the colonized, and articulates a desire for a community that grapples with the divisions that lie at the foundation of an interracial postcolonial aftermath. She also proffers glimpses of alternative economies in an age of stultifying imperial commodification and exclusive nationalisms. In my framing of this text for my students, readings of the novel by Lucy Wilson, Kenneth Ramchand, Andrea Lewis, and Mary Lou Emery have been significant for an approach to Rhys's protagonists as active subjects restless to create a new world out of the old, and whose comparative habits, memories, and imagination are crucial for the task of imagining a cosmopolitan community.
Anna oscillates between identifying herself as a poor white woman of British descent, a white female Creole, and a black colonized woman. Rhys's modernist critique of modernity and Anna's inhabitation of these various groups suggest diverse meaningful confrontations with imperial logic so that their shared interests in collective action against imperialist nationalism emerge with remarkable clarity and urgency. The most important task of the novel is thus not the revelation of shared victimization, but rather the active collective displacement of imperial language. In the process, distinctions between women's interests in the imperial center and periphery are effaced, along with the very usefulness of the terms "center" and "periphery". The novel does this work by systematically exposing and challenging the strategies of the relatively new hegemonic language of imperial advertising, which sold British commodities alongside commonplaces of racism, sexism, and classism that underwrote the British imperial imagination.
One reading prompt (given to students beforehand to guide their reading of the novel) asks them to identify the ways in which Rhys's narrative techniques disrupt linearity of plot. Students readily identify Rhys's use of parataxis and polysyndeton throughout: the positing of statements side by side both with and without coordinating conjunctions (typical also of Ernest Hemingway and Gertrude Stein) to create thorough and productive ambiguities of meaning. Even more conspicuous is narrative repetition; Anna is caught in various narrative "loops" that call attention to her alienated state as a Dominican immigrant in England. Her daily life for the duration of the novel involves remarkably repetitive figures, images, and events that never achieve climax or resolution-hostile landlords, bouts of extended illness, sympathetic yet ultimately selfish johns, memories of Dominica-and that interrupt and sometimes redouble her dismal life in England. Each of these loops enables Rhys to posit significant shifts in Anna's relationship to British imperialism.
